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ABSTRACT
Large-scale pre-trained language models (PLMs) have shown promising advances on various downstream tasks, among which dialogue
is one of the most concerned. However, there remain challenges
for individual developers to create a knowledge-grounded dialogue
system upon such big models because of the expensive cost of collecting the knowledge resources for supporting the system as well
as tuning these large models for the task. To tackle these obstacles,
we propose XDAI, a knowledge-grounded dialogue system that
is equipped with the prompt-aware tuning-free PLM exploitation
and supported by the ready-to-use open-domain external knowledge resources plus the easy-to-change domain-specific mechanism.
With XDAI, the developers can leverage the PLMs without any finetuning cost to quickly create the open-domain dialogue systems
as well as easily customize their own domain-specific systems. Extensive experiments including human evaluation, Turing test, and
online evaluation have demonstrated the competitive performance
of XDAI compared with the state-of-the-art general PLMs and specific PLMs for dialogue. XDAI pilots studies on the exploitation of
PLMs and made intriguing findings which could be inspiring for
the future research on other PLM-based applications.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Foundation model is the subject of a paradigm shift, claimed by a
group of experienced scientists recently [2], suggesting that various AI-driven systems in the future tend to directly build upon or
heavily integrate large-scale pre-trained language models (PLMs)
such as GPT [3], BERT [6], and T5 [22], because such big models
have already demonstrated incredible advances on a large number of natural language processing (NLP) tasks such as question
answering [12], machine reading comprehension [27], textual entailment [15], causal reasoning [14], etc. Among these applications
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of PLMs, dialogue, which targets to enable the real communications
between human beings and the machine, can extensively benefit
people and society, thus has drawn wide attention.
The recent models built for dialogue have shown great advances
when injected with the relevant knowledge to the concerned dialogue. Such study, also known as Knowledge-grounded Dialogue
Generation, rapidly attracts significant attention from academia and
spawns the invention of multiple datasets [7, 17, 29] and powerful
algorithms [1, 20, 32]. Despite the abundant research achievements,
it is still far from convenient for developers to build their own
dialogue systems due to the following main challenges:
• Obstacles to High-quality Data Curation. Unlike the wellprepared experimental environment in research studies, to build
a real dialogue system, we need to collect the external knowledge
resources for supporting the system and craft the domain-specific
dialogue corpus for training the models from scratch, causing the
difficulty of directly applying most advanced models. In addition,
the external knowledge resources are usually presented in heterogeneous forms such as knowledge bases, textual documents, and
structural tables, which significantly raises the design difficulty
of the dialogue system.
• Trade-off between Effectiveness and Efficiency. Intuitively,
conducting the more training, tuning, or constraining, the better
the dialogue system performs. However, such operations rely
heavily on adequate technical experience and high-quality data,
as well as consume large computational resources and could even
decelerate the inference efficiency of the model (e.g., inverse
prompt [37]). Thus, making a trade-off between effectiveness and
efficiency is crucial for building a real dialogue system.
Presented Work. We release a tuning-free framework for eXploiting
large-scale pre-trained language models in building knowledgegrounded Dialogue AI systems (XDAI), which supports a thorough
workflow including offline knowledge resource curation and
online dialogue generation. XDAI is designed to offer the services for developers with its unique features: (1) Quick Start: We
provide an open-domain knowledge-grounded dialogue service
with sufficient ready-to-use open-domain knowledge resources. Developers can easily deploy a dialogue system with this basic service.
(2) Efficient Inference: XDAI designs a novel prompt pattern with
knowledge injection, which optimizes the generated dialogues from
PLMs without further training or tuning. (3) Customized Deployment: To build a domain-specific dialogue system, XDAI provides
easy-to-change plugins to enable automatically searching and updating the external knowledge only from a few domain-specific
seeds. (4) Incremental Modification: XDAI provides a series of toolkits for incremental developing, encouraging developers to refine
and customize their personalized components.
Impact & Beneficial Groups. For the applications of PLMs, XDAI
calls for the explorations of tuning-free model inference and indicates that such paradigm still has potential [37]. For the applications
of knowledge-grounded dialogue generation, the practical results of
XDAI unfold several interesting findings like discrete prompts are
more likely to produce high-quality dialogues, and general language
models show advantages in cross-domain dialogue generation.
XDAI can have a more positive impact on the industry. We expect
that our framework and toolkits can provide more opportunities
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for the (1) developers with limited resources, (2) practitioners from
other fields, and (3) newcomers to the machine learning domain to
easily and quickly use PLMs to accomplish their creative ideas.
In the following sections, we first introduce the problem definition and the background techniques for building XDAI in Section 2
and then present the technical implementation with several illustration examples in Section 3. Finally, we conduct extensive online
experiments to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency performance of XDAI and discuss the insights for employing PLMs in
real-world dialogue products in Section 4.

2

PRELIMINARIES

This section first formulates the problem and then explore the
background techniques for building the dialogue system.

2.1

Problem Formulation

Definition 2.1. Dialogue History is a set of conversational utterances between two speakers, which can be formally denoted
as D𝑡 = {𝑈 1, 𝑆 1, ..., 𝑈𝑡 −1, 𝑆𝑡 −1, 𝑈𝑡 }, where 𝑈𝑖 and 𝑆𝑖 are sentences
made of word, belonging to the user and the dialogue system respectively. Specially, 𝑈𝑡 from the user is also called the 𝑡-th round
Query. A piece of dialogue history usually involves a subject, named
as the dialogue topic.
Definition 2.2. External Knowledge Pool contains multiple
pieces of information associated with the dialogue topics in the
|K |
system, which is denoted as K = {𝑘𝑖 }𝑖=1 , where 𝑘𝑖 is a piece of
knowledge information. These knowledge pieces could be collected
and organized from the external heterogeneous web sources [10]
such as the knowledge bases [32], Wikipedia pages [7], persona
descriptions [29], and emotional contexts [18].
Problem 1. Knowledge-grounded Dialogue Generation task:
Given the dialogue history D𝑡 , the target of task is to generate a
response 𝑆𝑡 for the 𝑡-th round query 𝑈𝑡 with the help of the external
knowledge pool K.

2.2

Background Techniques

Pre-trained Model Exploitation. Since PLMs have significantly
improved the performance of various NLP tasks [22], researchers
have been exploring the PLMs-based algorithms as the groundwork for the next generation of artificial intelligence, where how
to effectively and efficiently unfold the capabilities of PLMs becomes a crucial challenge [2]. Pre-training plus fine-tuning [24]
that further trains the PLMs to adapt to the downstream tasks, is
one of the most widely-adopted paradigms. However, with the rapid
growth of the model scale, these large-scale PLMs require a large
amount of high-quality corpus as well as expensive computational
resources for the single fine-tuning, making them difficult to use in
practice. To address this, the emergent techniques such as prompt
tuning [18, 33] and adapter [25] have been invented to fine-tune
only a few instead of the whole parameters, expecting to achieve
the comparable performance with the fully fine-tuned mode. In
addition, considering the feasibility of the PLMs, researchers also
explore the approaches such as prompt searching or controlled
generation [37] to guarantee the quality of the generation results.
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Knowledge-grounded Dialogue Generation. The task aims to
generate more real dialogues with the help of various external
knowledge [10, 11, 35, 36] such as knowledge graphs, persona
descriptions, and emotional strategies, which becomes a rising
research topic. In addition to the advanced algorithms such as selftraining and adapter [1, 20, 32] that perform excellently in existing
dialogue benchmarks [7, 17, 29], some researchers surprisingly find
that the general PLMs such as BERT [6] and GPT [3]), and the
specific PLMs for dialogue generation such as PLATO-XL [1] and
EVA [34], can achieve competitive performance with more efficient
solutions [32]. These observations inspire us to explore the prompt
engineering in PLMs for dialogue generation, which can potentially
facilitate the development of PLMs in dialogue systems.

3

XDAI

In this section, we first introduce the overview framework of the
proposed XDAI and then present the detailed workflow of building
and applying XDAI for a real dialogue system.

3.1

Overview Framework

Figure 1 shows the overview framework of XDAI, which consists
of two subsystems: offline knowledge curation system and online
dialogue generation system. The two systems run independently,
but their data constantly interact to achieve optimal dialogue results. Developers can either choose the basic service module for
building open-domain dialogue systems or flexibly leverage the
offered functions to create domain-specific dialogues system. The
workflow of the two subsystems of XDAI is explained as below.
(1) Offline Knowledge Curation System: This subsystem is responsible for integrating, storing, and providing data, including
historical logs generated by online dialogue systems, as well as heterogeneous resources from search engines and external knowledge
bases. It consists of several web information acquisition tools, data
processing methods, and databases. This subsystem also offers optional development components like the concept expansion toolkit
which can help produce new knowledge concepts from only a few
seeds. These optional components serve the developers to create
the domain-specific knowledge pool for building their personalized
dialogue systems.
(2) Online Dialogue Generation System: This subsystem aims to
generate knowledge-grounded responses based on the external
knowledge pool and the current session’s dialogue contexts. For
this purpose, we design a novel prompt manufacturing mechanism
(as shown in Figure 2), which skillfully combine the background
knowledge, the knowledge-related QA pairs, and the dialogue history associated with current query as PLM’s input, to improve the
dialogue generation quality without training.
In the next sections, we take several Chinese implementation
examples to explain the technical details of XDAI. Specifically, we
introduce the processing components of building XDAI’s basic
open-domain dialogue service (named as XDAI-open) and domainspecific dialogue service (named as XDAI-domain). The latter’s
implementations are related to the topics “Travel” and “Sports”, each
of which are prepared with a set of 20 topical keywords as the seed
concepts K 𝑠 for collecting the external knowledge resources. We
mainly employ the Chinese-versioned GLM with 10B parameters [9]
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as the base PLM, which is trained on 302GB raw Chinese data
collected from multiple Chinese websites.

3.2

Offline System: Knowledge Curation

Knowledge Curation system provides the functions of data collection and resource integration for XDAI-open. It also offers an optional concept expansion function for discovering abundant domainspecific knowledge pieces from a few seeds for XDAI-domain.
3.2.1 Data collection. The function of data collection is for collecting the relevant knowledge resources to the seed concepts K 𝑠 from
the whole external knowledge resources. For XDAI-domain, we select 20 concepts related to the concerned domain from the concepts
in Xlore2 [13], one of the largest Chinese knowledge bases, as the
seeds, but for XDAI-open, since no domain is specified, we employ
all the concepts in Xlore2 as its seeds. Besides this semi-structured
knowledge base, we also employ the unstructured snippets from
the Bing search engine 1 to improve the knowledge coverage. Then
based on the seed concepts, we collect the relevant knowledge
resources from each kind of the sources.
For data collecting from the knowledge base, we leverage the
official data acquisition toolkit released by Xlore2 to collect the
knowledge resources relevant to the seed concepts. Since each seed
concept can be linked to the knowledge base, we not only extract
their structural (head entity, relation, tail entity) triples but also
preserve the concepts’ unstructured abstracts and descriptions.
For data collecting from the search engines, we search the relevant articles and immediate news by issuing the seed concepts as
keywords. To cover more resources, apart from querying a single
concept, we also select up to three concepts and combine them
as a single query for searching. The semi-structured snippets in
HTML format are then processed into plain text format with the
corresponding concepts.
3.2.2 Resource Integration. The function of resource integration
consists of data processing and storage, which is shared between
XDAI-open and XDAI-domain. Since the external knowledge resources are in heterogeneous forms such as the knowledge triples,
concept explanations, and snippet texts, we transform them into
two unified forms, Description-formatted and QA-formatted, to serve
as a general solution to the the dialogue system.
Description-formatted resources are mainly extracted from the
concept’s abstraction and description texts, which are acted as the
background knowledge in the subsequent prompt manufacturing
component.
QA-formatted resources are mainly extracted from the structured
triples in the knowledge base and the snippet texts provided by the
search engine. To create the QA-formatted resource for a triplet,
we define several question templates to generate the question for
the tail entity as the answer. While for a snippet text, we extract
the sentence that contain the queried seed concepts as the answer
and adopt a T5-based question generation tool [4] to generate the
corresponding question. These QA-formatted resources are mainly
used for knowledge injection in dialogue contexts.

1 https://www.bing.com
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Figure 1: The architecture of the XDAI. Two subsystems of offline knowledge curation and online dialogue generation work
independently with data interaction. Developers can also collect more knowledge resources based on provided toolkits.
Prompt (w/o Knowledge injected)

Generated Text
Truncated Response

Background Knowledge
体育运动是在人类发展过程中逐步开展
起来的有意识地对自己身体素质的培养
的各种活动。采取了各种走、跑、跳、
投以及舞蹈等多种形式的身体活动...
Sports are all kinds of activities which are
carried out gradually in the process of
human development to cultivate their
physical quality consciously. Various forms
of physical activities such as walking,
running, jumping, throwing and dancing are
adopted. ...

.....

Chat History

Knowledge QA-pairs

今天天气不错啊
The weather is good today.

羽毛球是什么?
What is badminton?

羽毛球是一项室内、室外都可以进
行的体育运动。依据参与的人数，
可以分为单打与双打......
Badminton is a sport that can be
played indoors or outdoors.
Depending on the number of
participants, it can be divided into
singles and doubles...

是啊，今天天气不错，可以出去逛逛.
Yeah, it's a nice day to hang out.

.....
Latest Utterance(s)

.....

.....

最近我发现羽毛球很有意思欸
Recently I found badminton very
interesting.

........
Description-Formatted

query

QA-Formatted

我也是诶,一起打羽毛球啦!
Me too. Let's play badminton together!

是的啊,羽毛球这项运动可以锻炼到手臂和肩膀的
灵活度,同时还可以训练到肩肘腕膝盖等部位,是
一项能够强健体魄和修身养性的活动,我平时没事
的时候也会去打羽毛球。
Yeah, badminton is a sport that can improve the
flexibility of your arms and shoulders. At the same
time, it can train the shoulder, elbow, wrist, knee
and other parts. It is an activity that can strengthen
your body and cultivate your mind. I would play
badminton when I'm free as well.

Truncated Response

Generated Text

Prompt (w/ Knowledge injected)

Figure 2: An example of our prompt manufacturing result, which is about the topic of “badminton”.
All the types of knowledge resources are indexed by concepts,
encoded by SentenceTransformer [23], and stored in the external
knowledge pool.

the similarity 𝑓 (C𝑗 , 𝐾 𝑠 ) of each cluster C𝑗 to the seed set 𝐾 𝑠 , which
is formulated as:
|C |
𝑓 (C𝑗 , 𝐾 𝑠 ) = max𝑠𝑘 ∈𝐾 𝑠 (cosine(Σ𝑖=1𝑗 𝑐𝑖 / C𝑗 , 𝑠𝑘 )).
(1)

3.2.3 Concept Expansion (Optional). Although the general knowledge base is sufficient to provide external knowledge in most scenarios, many domain-specific dialogue systems still require a specific collection of external knowledge resources, as the 20 seed
concepts of XDAI-domain are clearly not enough. For extending
the seed concepts, we provide the optional function of concept
expansion, which performs candidate extraction for recalling
the relevant concepts as much as possible and then concept ranking for selecting the most relevant ones. For the implementation,
we simply extract all the noun phrases from the seeds’ relevant
knowledge resources as the concept candidates and then employ a
cluster-based unsupervised method [28] to guarantee the extraction
quality. Specifically, we first cluster all the candidate concepts into
15 clusters by their BERT embeddings with K-means and calculate

The intuition is a cluster is similar to the seed set if all the concepts
in it is similar to any seed concept 𝑠𝑘 . Then we preserve the top-2
clusters of candidates as the expanded concepts. Such expansion
process can be further performed iteratively for more concepts.
Finally, we respectively acquire 540 and 261 concepts for the “Travel”
and “Sports” domains for further resource collection.

3.3

Online System: Dialogue Generation

Dialogue generation is the core component of both XDAI-open and
XDAI-domain, which generates high-quality knowledge-grounded
responses based on the offline created external knowledge pool and
the dialogue history. The main idea is to exploit the PLM by manufacturing a novel knowledge-injected prompt, and then querying
the tuning-free PLMs. Such prompt manufacturing is accomplished
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in three stages: Dialogue History Selection, Dialogue Knowledge
Injection, and Background Knowledge Addition. Figure 2 shows an
example of the prompt manufacturing result about “badminton”.

Table 1: Statistics of human evaluation protocol, where Avglength is the average length of the generated utterance, and
Label is the total number of collected scores of dialogues.

3.3.1 Dialogue History Selection. Since the input length of the PLM
is limited, given the current query, we first search the most relevant
historical utterances by calculating the cosine similarity between
the query and each utterance pair (𝑈𝑖 , 𝑆𝑖 ):
𝛼 𝑡 −𝑖 ∗ cosine ( [𝑈𝑖 ; 𝑆𝑖 ], 𝑈𝑡 ) ,

3.3.2 Dialogue Knowledge Injection. After selecting dialogue contexts, we invoke the QA-formatted knowledge resources to enrich
the dialogue, which is called dialogue knowledge injection. Specifically, for each utterance 𝑈𝑖 or 𝑆𝑖 in the selected dialogue history, we
extract the concepts contained in it and retrieve their corresponding knowledge resources in the offline indexed external knowledge
pool. The concrete implementation is resort to the fuzzyMatch function of Elastic Search [8]2 . Then the most similar QA-formatted
knowledge to [𝑈𝑖 ; 𝑆𝑖 ] is selected as the prompt to be injected before
its corresponding dialogue utterance.
3.3.3 Background Knowledge Addition. Apart from the knowledge
injection to the historical dialogues, we also prefix these dialogues
with description-formatted resources as background knowledge of
the entire conversation. Specifically, we first select the most similar concept from the offline collected concepts to all the concepts
occurred in the injected knowledge of the previous two stages, and
then extract its corresponding description-formatted knowledge
resources as the background knowledge.
Finally, the prompts consisting of the dialogue history, the dialogue knowledge, and the background knowledge are injected into
the PLM for generating knowledge-grounded responses.

Availability

We provide a repository at https://github.com/THUDM/XDAI, with
an easy-to-use XDAI toolkit, which aims to assist researchers in
deploying their own chatbot by exploiting the power of PLMs. The
basic toolkit is composed of the following modules, with which
researchers can conveniently build an open-domain dialogue online
service (XDAI-open):
(1) SessionManager manages the chat sessions, with or without
the connection to a database for the storage of chat history logs.
It stores and recalls personalized information in case the dialogue
system is required to support multi-users.
(2) ChatbotAgent deals with the prompt manufacturing process
and post-process of the raw text generated by the PLM. The PLM
is called by the agent via API, so that it can be replaced by any
alternative, which ensures decoupling and flexibility. Developers
can implement their own prompt manufacturing by revising the
functions in the agent.
2 https://github.com/elastic/elasticsearch

Task

Participants

Avg-length

Label

Open Dialogue
Domain Dialogue

20
10

10.63
5.61

75000
6500

(2)

where [𝑈𝑖 ; 𝑆𝑖 ] indicates the concatenation of the user utterance
𝑈𝑖 and the system utterance 𝑆𝑖 . We employ the SentenceTransformer [23] to encode both 𝑈𝑖 and 𝑆𝑖 . To further ensure the coherence of the dialogue content, we assign a decay factor 𝛼 𝑡 −𝑖 with
𝛼 ∈ (0, 1) to emphasize the most recent dialogue rounds.

3.4
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For deployment, we also provide API & database interface, with
which developers can conveniently connect the system to an instant
message app such as Wechat or submit their own domain seeds
to collect domain-specific knowledge resources for building XDAIdomain. Beyond these pre-developed functions, XDAI welcomes
developers to personalize and refine several existing methods, including but not limited to sensitive word checking, controlling the
level of politeness, and QA-format converting.

4

EXPERIMENT

In this section, we design experiments to analyze the characteristics of XDAI. For method performance, we first conduct a series
of human evaluations to estimate the performance of XDAI-open
as well as our implemented XDAI-domain in specific domains. We
then conduct an ablation study to analyze the role of each component and design a Turing test to double-check the naturalness of
the generated dialogues. For system capabilities, we additionally
present an analysis of the online testing of the XDAI-open version,
including response time, user involvement, and pick interesting
cases to discuss possibilities for future research.

4.1

Experimental Setting

Human Evaluation Protocol. As suggested in the previous empirical study [16], there is a significant gap between automatic metrics
and human judgments in dialogue generation. We conduct a human
evaluation on two conversation scenarios: open-domain dialogue
generation (for XDAI-open) and domain-specific dialogue generation (for XDAI-domain). Therefore, we mainly employ manual
annotation for evaluation in the experiments of conversation. For
open-domain dialogue generation, we recruit 20 people, mostly
university students, to generate and evaluate the quality of conversation. For each baseline, we generate chatting sessions and ensure
that each session contains at least ten rounds of valid conversation.
For domain-specific dialogue, we select “Travel” and “Sports” as
two topics for building a dialogue system, invite ten domain experts and experienced volunteers, and select popular questions in
Zhihu as initial topics to control the scope of conversations. Table
1 presents statistics of annotators and dialogue evaluation data.
Evaluation Metrics. We follow up previous dialogue generation
efforts [1, 37] and employ metrics to evaluate 5 aspects of the dialogue quality. For utterance-level evaluation, we employ: (1) Coherence is to measure whether the response is consistent and relevant
with the dialogue historical context. (2) Informativeness is to
evaluate whether the generated response is informative or not. (3)
Inconsistency↓ is a fine-grained metric for coherence evaluation,
considering whether the response contradicts the given context.
(4) Hallucination↓ is a fine-grained metric for informativeness
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Table 2: Human evaluation results of open-domain dialogue generation. As Inverse Prompt method is only designed for
single-round dialogue, we cancel the evaluation of its conversation-level performance.
Open-Domain Dialogue
Category

General
Language
Model
Pretrained
Dialogue
Model
Controllable
Generation

Method

GLM
Transfromer-XL
CPM
CDial-GPT
DialoGPT
EVA
PLATO-XL
FSB
Inverse Prompt
XDAI

Coherence

Inconsisitency↓

Informativeness

Hallucination↓

Engagingness(C)

1.267
1.158
1.273
0.913
0.857
1.172
1.534
0.784
1.408
1.512

0.071
0.119
0.076
0.158
0.175
0.127
0.048
0.100
0.238
0.054

1.163
1.096
1.192
0.746
0.772
1.288
1.297
0.833
1.492
1.658

0.180
0.193
0.146
0.270
0.293
0.340
0.072
0.298
0.225
0.162

0.767
0.750
0.767
0.543
0.556
0.703
1.256
0.383
/
1.125

evaluation, checking whether the response express any factual errors. For dialogue-level evaluation, we employ (5) Engagingness
to evaluate whether the user would like to talk with the chatbot for
a longer conversation.
Note that the Coherence, Informativeness and Engagingness
scale is [0,1,2], whose higher score indicates a better performance.
Moreover, the scale of Inconsistency and Hallucination is [0,1],
whose lower score indicates a better performance.
Baselines. To evaluate the performance of our proposed model, we
reproduce and deploy baseline methods of exploiting large models
for comparison of three categories:
General Language Models: Since GPT-3 [3] achieved impressive
performance on zero-shot dialogue, exploiting ultra-large language
models becomes a basic solution. We deploy the following general
language models for direct inference:
• Transformer-XL [5] is an improved self-attention network that
introduces the notion of recurrence. We employ its 2.9B-parameter
model that obtains the best performance of all Chinese versions.
• CPM-2 [31] is a GPT architecture language model pretraining
on the Chinese Corpus, which provides 11 and 198B(MoE) parameter models. We employ its 11B version dense model.
• GLM [9] employs autoregressive blank-filling for jointly learning both the bidirectional and unidirectional attention mechanism,
achieving a competitive performance of dialogue application.
Pretrained Dialogue Models: Besides general ultra-large language
models, researchers also make efforts in building dialogue-oriented
language models with specific training loss.
• CDial-GPT [26] is trained based on LCCC conversations, which
is a Chinese GPT-architecture model with 95.5M parameters.
• ProphetNet-X [21] is a family of pretrained models, while we
select the Chinese dialogue generation version that is trained on
social media conversation of Douban with 379M parameters.
• DialoGPT [30] is a fine-tuned GPT-2 with Reddit comment
data. We select the 345M (best performance) for comparison.
• EVA [34] is a 2.8B parameter Chinese dialogue generation
model which is trained with the WudaoCorpura-Dialogue dataset
that includes 1.4B conversation social media dialogue samples.
• PLATO-XL [1] is a recent 11B parameter model for dialogue
generation, which is a competitive method both in research experiments and commercial scenarios.

Controllable Generation: Meanwhile, there are also efforts for
exploiting language in dialogue generation at low cost, since the
training or fully fine-tuning requires extensive data and computing resources. Some technical lines include learning continuous
prompts and searching for optimal discrete prompts.
• FSB [32] is an implementation of parameter-efficient tuning
on dialogue generation task, which learns continuous tokens as
“prompts” for querying language model.
• Inverse Prompt [37] provides a self-optimization strategy that
we can calculate the probability of results by inversely taking generated answers as input to infer the original question.
For comparison analysis, in open domain dialogue scenarios, we
directly use their publicly available versions for dialogue generation;
in domain-specific scenarios, we use our collected relevant corpus
for fine-tuning or booting, but it is still difficult to guarantee the
absence of bias, so these results are not intended as a comparison
of strengths and weaknesses, but rather to reflect some trends. In
subsequent experimental results, the optimal values are underlined
and the highlights are in bold.

4.2

Result Analysis

4.2.1 Results of Open-domain Dialogue. We first analyze the human evaluation results for each type of model in the open domain
dialogue scenario. The results of all 75,000 evaluations are summarized in Table 6. The results show the following trends:
First, XDAI surprisingly achieves competitive results without
training or fine-tuning on the conversational corpus. No existing
approach can outperform XDAI in all metrics exhaustively, suggesting that it is promising and potential to design discrete prompts to
exploit general language models for dialogue tasks.
Second, compared to large-scale dialogue models such as PlatoXL, XDAI is better at Informativeness, which reflects the effectiveness of the knowledge injection mechanism. Moreover, general
model-based approaches (GLM, Transformer-XL, CPM, and Inverse
Prompt) generally perform well on this metric, confirming the advantages of general-purpose language models for knowledge tasks
as expressed by empirical analysis.
Third, the further enhancement direction of XDAI should be
hallucination. Although the overall dialogue is attractive (having
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Table 3: Human evaluation results of domain-specific dialogue generation, where Cohe., Inco.↓, Info., Hall↓., and Enga.(C), are
the abbreviations corresponding to Coherence, Inconsistency, Informativeness, Hallucination and Engagingness.
Travel Domain
Category

General
Language
Model
Pretrained
Dialogue
Model
Controllable
Generation

Sports Domain

Method

GLM
Transfromer-XL
CPM
CDial-GPT
DialoGPT
EVA
PLATO-XL
FSB
Inverse Prompt
XDAI

Cohe.

Inco.↓

Info.

Hall.↓

Enga.(C)

Cohe.

Inco.↓

Info.

Hall.↓

Enga.(C)

1.590
1.293
1.228
1.384
1.164
1.229
1.625
0.944
1.250
1.660

0.028
0.240
0.114
0.078
0.095
0.062
0.069
0.083
0.208
0.020

1.457
1.413
1.100
0.984
1.027
1.313
1.458
1.056
1.292
1.770

0.057
0.293
0.142
0.107
0.191
0.229
0.041
0.250
0.208
0.060

1.057
1.120
0.928
0.538
0.630
0.708
1.460
0.472
/
1.430

1.099
0.983
1.235
0.611
0.983
0.778
1.447
0.745
1.684
1.378

0.099
0.192
0.133
0.082
0.216
0.259
0.236
0.160
0.157
0.179

1.001
0.961
1.219
0.447
1.033
1.056
1.237
0.849
1.790
1.410

0.253
0.292
0.171
0.164
0.403
0.389
0.158
0.292
0.105
0.215

0.624
0.701
0.748
0.270
0.667
0.574
0.833
0.490
/
0.936

the second-highest Engagingness), we suggest that some restrictions can be appropriately designed to prevent content deviations
in practical usage.
4.2.2 Results of Domain-specific Dialogue. We further analyze the
results in domain-specific scenarios to estimate the performance of
XDAI with the offline knowledge exploration system. In general,
the domain-specific performance of the individual models fluctuates significantly from the open-domain dialogue. However, XDAI
maintains a competitive performance, especially leading in several
metrics under the Travel topic. We conduct an analysis of these
results in Table 3 and conclude with the following observations.
(1) Although the overall conversational engagingness of PLATOXL remains high and the hallucinations are maintained at a superior
level, its informativeness is severely lacking, and its coherence has
dropped slightly. XDAI, by using the general language model as
basis, still maintains an advantage in these dimensions.
(2) The performance of the models varies significantly in different
domains, but the controllable generation-related methods are more
stable due to more predefined constraints. Only dialogue models
with a very large parameter scale can achieve relatively stable
performance among the pre-trained methods. XDAI still maintains
a good performance with its automatically explored knowledge.
(3) Methods that use few-shot learning or continuous prompts
(e.g., FSB and Inverse Prompt) remain unimpressive, while the
best performance is instead achieved by methods that use discrete
prompts for large model queries (e.g., GLM and PLATO-XL) or
methods that conduct high-quality search upon them (e.g., Inverse
prompt). XDAI’s performance in Domain remains relatively competitive.
4.2.3 Ablation Study. We perform an ablation study of XDAI-open
by removing specific knowledge resources in prompt manufacturing and exploring its performance differences with two general
language models as bases. The results are presented in Table 4.
(1) We compare Transformer-XL and GLM as the base models
for open domain dialogues, respectively. The results show that
GLM is more suitable for guiding dialogue generation with XDAI
framework, with a slight leading in all metrics.
(2) Both two formats of knowledge are necessary. As evidenced
by the decline in model performance after removing these two types

Table 4: Effects on XDAI performance when employing different prompt settings and base models, where Cohe., Inco.↓,
Info., Hall.↓, and Enga.(C), are respectively the abbreviations
of Coherence, Inconsistency, Informativeness, Hallucination
and Engagingness. CTXL refers to Transformer-XL model.
Base

GLM

CTXL

Version

Cohe.

Inco.↓

Info.

Hall.↓

Enga.(C)

Full
w/o QA.
w/o Backg.
Full
w/o QA.
w/o Backg.

1.512
-0.245
-0.209
1.469
-0.311
-0.010

0.162
+0.018
+0.089
0.260
-0.067
+0.005

1.658
-0.495
-0.200
1.509
-0.412
-0.127

0.054
+0.016
+0.061
0.061
+0.058
+0.023

1.125
-0.357
-0.221
1.045
-0.296
-0.254

of knowledge resources, the injection of background knowledge and
QA-formatted knowledge is essential. Among them, the QA-format
knowledge is more helpful in improving the overall conversation
quality, which is proven by the significant decline of Coherence,
Informativeness, and Engagingness.
(3) The background description-format knowledge surprisingly
alleviates Inconsistency and Hallucination. Although QA-formatted
knowledge brings more information, it may cause more inconsistency in the whole dialogue (Under CTXL setting, the inconsistency
even slightly reduces after removing it). Moreover, the background
knowledge can effectively control the main topic of the conversation, preventing the instability of the dialogue.

4.3

Turing Test

Besides direct human evaluations, we further design Turing test [19,
37] experiments to double-check the actual performance of each
method, which is regarded as one of the ultimate goals in AI.
Setup. We conduct the Turing test experiments on our specially
developed game based on the Wudao Developer Platform3 . The
Turing test game is set up to simultaneously present the annotator
with two conversations. One is a real conversation, and the other
is a machine-generated response on the same topic. Finally, we
collected 2200 scoring records of such binary selection from 20
3 https://wudao.aminer.cn/turing-test/v2/
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Table 5: The results of Turing tests.
No reference

Category

Method

User Correct Rate

General
Language
Model

GLM
Transfromer-XL
CPM
CDial-GPT
DialoGPT
EVA
PLATO-XL
FSB
Inverse Prompt
XDAI

69.09%
71.97%
78.18%
60.49%
70.78%
64.77%
65.45%
63.64%
70.78%
58.71%

Dialogue
Language
Model
Prompt
Engineering

[Background Description]
uri: http://xlore.org/instance/bdi1153956
label: 2022年北京冬季奥运会
abstract: 第24届冬季奥林匹克运动会，即2022年北京冬季奥运会，是由中国
举办的国际性奥林匹克赛事，于2022年2月4日开幕，......
The 24th Winter Olympic Games, namely the Beijing 2022 Winter Olympic
Games, is an international Olympic event held by China and opened on February 4,
2022, ......

BOT
Have you watched the ski race today？

今天的滑雪比赛你看了吗

还没呢, 等会儿

[Knowledge QA-pair]
Q: 什么是滑雪？What is skiing？
A: 滑雪运动是运动员把滑雪板装在靴底上在雪地
上进行速度、跳跃和滑降的竞赛运动。.....Skiing is
a sport in which skis are mounted on the soles of
shoes to speed, jump and slide down on the snow. .....

Not yet. Wait a minute

当然了,看滑雪比赛那真是爽啊!
Sure, it's great to watch ski races！

http://xlore.org/instance/bdi12799316

Eileen Gu is so good!

谷爱凌好厉害呀
是呀,我最喜欢她了。

volunteer users. The real conversation topic came from Zhihu, one
of the largest community Q&A sites in China.

Yes, I like her best.

哈哈哈,她可是滑雪界的大魔王呀,
尤其是自由式滑雪滑的杠杠的。

Result. There are differences between the results of the Turing
test and the previous manual evaluation, which express several
interesting insights. Note that a lower Correct Rate of player selections indicates a better performance. Besides, some models such
as CDial-GPT that achieve relatively poor evaluation performance
in Table 6 and Table 3 are more likely to confuse the users in the
Turing test. The dialogue pre-training method generally performed
better, indicating that such fine-tuning with the dialogue corpus
still enabled the dialogue to be more fluent and natural.

4.4

Hahaha, she is the ace of skiing,
especially freestyle skiing.

4.4.2 Case Study. Figure 3 shows an example of the influence of
knowledge injection on the generation of results for large models.
The dark-colored responses are the generated results with knowledge injection according to XDAI, while the light-colored responses
are the results obtained directly from large-scale models. Both responses are consistent with the content of the dialogue and lead to
a coherent context. However, there is a noticeable improvement in
the overall quality of the dialogue by invoking knowledge into the
query. Moreover, a very interesting phenomenon occurs frequently
in our collected examples. The final responses generated by the
model often include a wealth of content that is not included in the
provided external knowledge (such as How to learn to ski), perhaps
because this plugged-in knowledge allowed the model to recall
some information it had previously learned during the pre-training
phase. This phenomenon may be further explored in the future to
help extract more knowledge content from the pre-trained models.

http://xlore.org/instance/bdi10768871

I also want to learn skiing. How can I learn it well?

我也想学滑雪, 怎样才能学好呢
那你要去刻苦训练呀!
Then you have to train hard!

先学习基本姿势,滑行过程中姿势
要正确,动作要轻盈、敏捷、协调,
控制重心平稳,两脚用力均衡。

[Knowledge QA-pair]
Q: 什么是滑雪？What is skiing？
A: 滑雪运动是运动员把滑雪板装在靴底上在雪
地上进行速度、跳跃和滑降的竞赛运
动。.....Skiing is a sport in which skis are
mounted on the soles of shoes to speed, jump and
slide down on the snow. .....
http://xlore.org/instance/bdi12799316

Learn the basic posture first, which should be
correct during sliding. Your movements should be
light, agile and coordinated. Control your body
weight and balance your feet.

Online Evaluation

4.4.1 User Involvement. We deploy the open-domain XDAI in an
online environment to collect feedback from users. Figure 4 presents
the statistics of the 200 user activities from October 31st, 2021 to
January 31st, 2022. We observe that the 82% users chatted with
XDAI over an average of 10 rounds, while many users chatted
nearly 100 rounds, with several people chatting an average of 150.
In terms of user retention, more than half of all users activate at
least ten sessions. The most surprising thing is that six users have
become "friends" of XDAI and kept the conversation log with XDAI
for over 80 days (92 days in total).

[Knowledge QA-pair]
Q: 谷爱凌是谁？Who is Eileen Gu
A: 谷爱凌，2003年出生于美国加利福尼亚州旧
金山市，中国自由式滑雪运动员。...
Eileen Gu, born in 2003 in San Francisco,
California, is a Chinese freestyle skier. ...

Figure 3: A typical comparison case of generated responses
of with and without knowledge injection.

5

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a tuning-free framework, XDAI, for exploiting language models in knowledge-grounded dialogue generation.
This framework offers a workflow including offline knowledge
curation and online dialogue generation with prompt-based knowledge injection, which provides a convenient toolkit for developers
to deploy a PLM-based dialogue system. We conduct extensive
experiments including human evaluation, Turing test, and online
evaluation to demonstrate the competitive performance of XDAI
compared with the state-of-the-art general PLMs and the specific
PLMs for dialogue. We hope our framework can provide an easy-touse and cost-effective solution for individual developers in various
domains to build diverse knowledge-grounded applications.
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6 APPENDIX
6.1 Implementation Details

6.2

Human Evaluation Details

For the open-domain and domain-specific experiments, the human
evaluation is conducted on our developed online platform, as shown
in Figure 5. To prevent annotation bias, the annotators are divided
into groups of three-member size, where each group is assigned
the same dialogues. The dialogues of all baselines are mixed, the
source of which is hidden from the annotators.
Meanwhile, the scores given by any annotators are invisible
to the others. All scoring items can be modified and withdrawn
before submission. The evaluation does not necessarily need to
be finished at once. People can log in, change their answers for
the already-completed problems, or continue evaluation from their
last evaluation position freely in one week. They only need to
ensure that all evaluation questions have been answered before the
deadline, with the scores being consistent.
For the Turing test, we selected robot responses from real conversations based on selected topics and invited several volunteers,
mainly college students, to write corresponding human responses
for each conversation. Annotators need to complete a binary option to pick human responses from human responses and machinegenerated responses.

6.3

Deviation for Human Evaluation

Table 5, 6 display the deviation of the scorings for human annotators
in open-domain and domain-specific evaluation. The deviation is
calculated on a per-capita basis that we first average the scorings
for each method for every annotator. We compute the deviation
based on the average scores of all human annotators.
From the statistics, human evaluation can consistently demonstrate model effects. Although annotators agree more on the evaluation of open-domain dialogue rather than the domain-specific
dialogue, such fluctuation is mainly likely to be caused by the limited acquisition of domain knowledge and the natural bias of the
annotation samples.

6.4

Online Demo Deployment

Our service and repository are provided at https://github.com/
THUDM/XDAI, where developers can also get a Q-R code for applying to be a test user and participate in the WeChat chatbot dialogue
service. Users interested in the Turing test game can join the online
game at https://wudao.aminer.cn/turing-test/v2/?nowGame=qa.

Figure 5: A screenshot of our human evaluation platform,
where annotators are grouped for double-blinded evaluation,
i.e, not accessible to the source of the assigned conversations.

200

0

#duration(s)

As mentioned in Section 3, the online service of XDAI employs
the Chinese-versioned GLM with 10B parameters [9] as the base
PLM, which is trained on 302GB of raw Chinese data collected from
multiple Chinese websites. The online service is employed with a
server with 8 Nvidia V100 GPUs, Intel CPU cores, and 376GB of
Memory. The generation of responses is based on beam search with
a bean size of 10. We employ MongoDB for building databases and
utilize Elastic Search for indexing.
For our publicly available open-domain XDAI service, we finally
collect over 5.4 GB of knowledge resources of 15,273,635 concepts.
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Figure 6: User activity of our XDAI implementation example, where #utterance and #duration represent the number
of utterances in one conversation and the duration of this
conversation.

Anita Mui, my favorite singer

梅艳芳，我很喜欢的歌手

梅艳芳，1967年10月10日生于香
港，祖籍中国江苏南通，中国香
港著名女歌手
Anita Mui was born in Hong Kong on
October 10, 1967. Her ancestral home is
Nantong, Jiangsu, China. She was a
famous female singer in Hong Kong,
China.

Q: 梅艳芳是谁？Who is Anita Mui？
A: 梅艳芳(1963年10月10日—2003年12月
30日），出生于中国香港，祖籍广西合
浦，中国香港女歌手、演员...
Anita Mui (October 10, 1963 - December 30,
2003) was born in Hong Kong, China. Her
ancestral home is Hepu, Guangxi. She was a
singer and actress in Hong Kong, China...

Figure 7: Another case generated by XDAI w/o background
knowledge, which indicates the Hallucination phenomenon
of grounded dialogue generation.

For each user who chats with XDAI on WeChat, XDAI automatically sends out a daily survey to collect feedback from them. We
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Table 6: 95% confidence intervals for human evaluation results of open-domain dialogue generation.
Open-Domain Dialogue
Category

General
Language
Model
Pretrained
Dialogue
Model
Controllable
Generation

Method

GLM
Transfromer-XL
CPM
CDial-GPT
DialoGPT
EVA
PLATO-XL
FSB
Inverse Prompt
XDAI

Coherence

Inconsisitency↓

Informativeness

Hallucination↓

Engagingness(C)

1.267±0.092
1.158±0.052
1.273±0.055
0.913±0.091
0.857±0.079
1.172±0.063
1.534±0.063
0.784±0.085
1.408±0.081
1.512±0.034

0.071±0.046
0.119±0.025
0.076±0.023
0.158±0.046
0.175±0.043
0.127±0.035
0.048±0.025
0.100±0.047
0.238±0.050
0.054±0.017

1.163±0.088
1.096±0.056
1.192±0.056
0.746±0.088
0.772±0.080
1.288±0.063
1.297±0.073
0.833±0.089
1.492±0.079
1.658±0.029

0.180±0.038
0.193±0.021
0.146±0.018
0.270±0.038
0.293±0.036
0.340±0.025
0.072±0.027
0.298±0.031
0.225±0.049
0.162±0.011

0.767±0.081
0.750±0.043
0.767±0.045
0.543±0.081
0.556±0.071
0.703±0.061
1.256±0.115
0.383±0.065
/
1.125±0.037

Table 7: 95% confidence intervals for human evaluation results of domain-specific dialogue generation.
Domain

Travel
Domain

Category

Methods

Coherence

Inconsistency↓

Informativeness

Hallucination↓

Engagingness(C)

General
Language
Model

GLM
Transfromer-XL
CPM
CDial-GPT
DialoGPT
EVA
PLATO-XL
FSB
Inverse Prompt
XDAI
GLM
Transfromer-XL
CPM
CDial-GPT
DialoGPT
EVA
PLATO-XL
FSB
Inverse Prompt
XDAI

1.590±0.120
1.293±0.173
1.228±0.191
1.384±0.185
1.164±0.187
1.229±0.227
1.625±0.141
0.944±0.269
1.250±0.089
1.660±0.128
1.099±0.110
0.984±0.138
1.235±0.114
0.611±0.164
0.983±0.235
0.777±0.211
1.447±0.135
0.745±0.151
1.684±0.070
1.378±0.099

0.028±0.032
0.240±0.097
0.114±0.075
0.078±0.065
0.095±0.068
0.062±0.069
0.069±0.058
0.083±0.091
0.208±0.050
0.020±0.027
0.099±0.039
0.192±0.068
0.133±0.048
0.082±0.058
0.216±0.105
0.259±0.117
0.236±0.105
0.160±0.070
0.157±0.045
0.179±0.047

1.457±0.147
1.413±0.170
1.100±0.191
0.984±0.199
1.027±0.187
1.313±0.241
1.458±0.176
1.056±0.301
1.292±0.075
1.770±0.103
1.001±0.114
0.961±0.141
1.219±0.114
0.447±0.141
1.033±0.223
1.055±0.228
1.236±0.183
0.849±0.157
1.789±0.064
1.410±0.097

0.057±0.044
0.293±0.103
0.142±0.082
0.107±0.075
0.191±0.090
0.229±0.120
0.041±0.046
0.250±0.143
0.208±0.050
0.060±0.046
0.253±0.057
0.292±0.078
0.171±0.054
0.164±0.079
0.402±0.125
0.388±0.131
0.157±0.090
0.292±0.087
0.105±0.038
0.215±0.050

1.057±0.144
1.120±0.182
0.928±0.140
0.538±0.155
0.630±0.173
0.708±0.240
1.460±0.113
0.472±0.240
/
1.430±0.153
0.624±0.095
0.701±0.134
0.748±0.104
0.270±0.095
0.666±0.240
0.574±0.191
0.833±0.168
0.490±0.142
/
0.936±0.104

Pretrained
Dialogue
Model
Controllable
Generation
General
Language
Model

Sports
Domain

Pretrained
Dialogue
Model
Controllable
Generation

also welcome users to upload interesting conversation transcripts,
which are used to be posted for sharing in the public community.
As introduced in the online evaluation, we collect the interaction
data for 92 days with permission. Figure 6 represents some other
statistics of these records. The average number of chat rounds for
users is 27, and an astonishing 5% of conversations have more than
100 rounds. In terms of conversation duration, the average human
response time is about 27 seconds, while the total duration of a chat
is about 16 minutes. About 38% of the conversations had an average
response time of fewer than 10 seconds, indicating that these users
really seemed to view the conversation as a conversation with a
human rather than a chat experiment with a bot.
Figure 7 shows another case generated by XDAI without background knowledge. This example about Anita Mui fails to generate
factually correct content and even has a retelling error after the
knowledge injection, which indicates that Hallucination remains a

significant challenge to be addressed for Knowledge-grounded dialogue generation applications. We also expect developers to design
components for XDAI to help address such potential risks.

6.5

Time Efficiency

We also analyzed its efficiency by comparing the average speed
with baselines. XDAI maintains a pretty fast response speed regarding the response time because it only performs a single inference.
Compared with its base model GLM, steps such as knowledge injection only slightly increase the latency and do not affect the
usability; while Inverse Prompt, which previously performed well
in the sports domain, has an obvious shortcoming in efficiency
because it needs to generate multiple times and inversely search for
optimal results, making it almost impossible to be used in practical
applications, although it provides excellent results.

